FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dream Report Added to Rockwell Automation Encompass™ Program
December 7, 2017 – Ocean Data Systems (ODS), the market leader for industrial automation reports and
dashboards, announced that Dream Report is now a reference product in the Rockwell Automation
Encompass™ Program.
Ocean Data Systems is now an Encompass Product Partner and Dream Report is a reference product in the
program under the category of “Software Product – Report Generation”. Dream Report currently supports
Rockwell Automation software products through both proprietary and industry standard interfaces. These
interfaces include; a driver for the legacy RSView® History Data, OPC DA for real-time connectivity, OPC
HDA for history data connectivity, and an OSI PI drivers for history data. Additional developments are
underway to deliver even tighter integration. Through Encompass Product Partners, customers can quickly
locate complementary products, now including Dream Report, that best solve application challenges. These
products are critical components or connectivity solutions that extend and enhance Rockwell Automation
installations. Access Encompass Products
“It is an honor to become a member of the Encompass Program,” explained Alex Mazal, President of Ocean
Data Systems. “We will be developing direct relationships with Rockwell Automation sales channels and will
be supporting them in their use of Dream Report with Rockwell Automation products.”
“Dream Report is a comprehensive out-of-the-box package that is a great fit for FactoryTalk View® Site Edition
applications that require reporting,” says Sharon M. Billi-Duran, Product Manager, Visualization Software at
Rockwell Automation. “We look forward to seeing Dream Report as an additional reporting option for our
customers, in all vertical markets.”
About Ocean Data Systems
Founded in 2004, Ocean Data Systems develops software solutions for industrial compliance and
performance; reports, dashboards and ad-hoc analysis and troubleshooting. The product, Dream Report, is
the leading “purpose built,” user friendly and programming free reporting solution for industry and the “Internet
of Things (IOT).” Dream Report delivers both local and Internet connectivity to all major HMI/SCADA, Historian
and business data sources through a wide set of either proprietary or industry standard drivers. Dream
Report’s markets include process, hybrid and discrete; with special functionality for Life Sciences
(Pharmaceutical and Biotech), Water, Wastewater, Heat Treat, Building Automation, Energy Management
and Manufacturing Operations. www.DreamReport.net
About Rockwell Automation
Rockwell Automation, Inc. (NYSE: ROK), the world’s largest company dedicated to industrial automation
and information, makes its customers more productive and the world more sustainable. Headquartered in
Milwaukee, Wis., Rockwell Automation employs approximately 22,000 people serving customers in more
than 80 countries.www.RockwellAutomation.com
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